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BIA/Kelsey recently spoke with Alastair Thornton, head of digital at UK 
local advertising firm Thomson Local, a company that is thinking hard 
about mobile – what products to build and how to take them to market.  

Many of Thornton’s views on mobile’s integration into the product mix 
represent best practices for companies entering this space; and are 
emblematic of the realities of the quickly changing mobile local advertising 
market. 

Generally, these discussions take place on two levels. The first is branded consumer-facing 
mobile apps and sites that publishers develop; and the second is mobile advertising options 
publishers offer to their small-business advertising clients. The latter includes, but is not limited to, 
the former.  

On the first point, Thomson’s consumer-facing branded mobile products include native local 
search apps for iOS and Android, as well as a mobile web version of its directory. These include 
local listings for 2 million businesses in the United Kingdom. 
 
For the second point above (SMB mobile advertising products), Thomson currently offers the 
following:  

 Mobile website development and hosting  
 Mobile pay-per-click (through its directory app)  
 Mobile listings and landing pages (through its directory app) 
 Mobile pay-per-call 
 Mobile coupons. 

In the future, this mobile product set will likely expand to include social media integration. This will 
include links to Facebook pages or open graph buttons (such as “like”). Thornton says Thomson 
Local would also like to integrate mobile video offerings and loyalty/promotion programs.  
  

Executive Summary: BIA/Kelsey recently had the opportunity to talk to the UK directories 
company Thomson Local about integrating mobile into its product set. Like many local media 
companies, Thomson is experimenting to see which mobile products resonate among SMB 
advertisers, and which yield the highest returns. This process involves mobile product design 
and how it’s sold to SMBs. Thomson’s experiences in mobile development provide useful 
examples of how publishers can approach these problems. Thomson’s efforts also reflect many 
of the principles introduced in BIA/Kelsey’s earlier report “YP Mobile: From Experimentation to 
Monetization” (May 2010). BIA/Kelsey will continue to analyze how traditional media 
companies are embracing the mobile opportunity. 
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Thompson Local Android App 

 
 

Source: Thomson Local, 2012 

 
Thomson does currently offer a loyalty/promotion program, but only as an extension of the 
corresponding desktop offering. Building a “mobile first” loyalty offering is on the product 
roadmap, including different formats that can be integrated with both display and search.  

Thornton isn’t big on building mobile apps for SMBs because they’re unlikely to scale the amount 
of downloads and ongoing use to justify their cost. He also thinks mobile QR code-based 
marketing isn’t applicable to SMBs, because of a similar scalability challenge. 

Bundling is Best, for Now at Least 
“We devote resources where the growth is and right now that’s mobile,” said Thornton, indicating 
mobile’s top spot on the publisher’s list of priorities.  

Mobile now accounts for about 30 percent of the publisher’s traffic. So as it moves towards a 
leads based model – as many directory publishers are doing – mobile becomes an important 
source of leads.  

“Because of the numbers of people that are using mobile, it’s another way of helping us achieve 
that goal,” said Thornton. 
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It’s important to note that Thomson doesn’t offer a stand-alone mobile advertising product. Mobile 
is bundled automatically with various service offerings. For example, Thomson automatically 
includes a mobile website when an advertiser buys a website hosting package. 

The same is true for desktop pay-per-click and pay-per-call campaigns, where mobile distribution 
is automatically included. Additionally, IYP sponsored listings and many of the digital options 
listed above “carry through” to mobile, according to Thornton.  

For this reason, it’s difficult for Thornton to answer the question of how much revenue is attributed 
to mobile. Its traffic levels (30 percent) and corresponding lead volume could provide metrics to 
extrapolate mobile’s revenue levels, but these would be purely speculative.  

Thomson’s 2011 digital revenues were €20.2 million, on total revenue of €60.9 million.Thomson is 
a division of the publicly traded Italian directories company Seat Pagine Gialle.  

Pricing Lags the Desktop 
Some of the well-known deficiencies with mobile ad rates have compelled Thomson’s bundling 
strategy, as opposed to building campaigns that are “mobile first.”  

BIA/Kelsey’s research indicates mobile ad rates are currently lower than their desktop equivalents 
due to the imbalance between supply (usage/inventory) and demand (ad dollars). So from a 
publisher perspective, the monetization opportunity is mitigated in mobile.  

This principle supports Thomson’s aforementioned strategy to bundle mobile, and take advantage 
of higher CPCs on desktop by pricing campaigns based on those rates. This allows more room 
for margin/arbitrage in the current environment. 

Anticipating SMB Demand  
According to Thornton, only a minority of SMBs in the United Kingdom are asking specifically for 
mobile advertising products. Thomson’s mobile efforts are instead driven by anticipated demand 
and, again, mobile’s share of traffic and incremental lead generation.  

Put another way, it’s less about being reactive to advertiser demand and more about being 
proactive to anticipated benefits of mobile. SMBs themselves are less concerned about the 
details of where leads are actually coming from, whether it’s mobile, online or print.  

In terms of leads, Thornton estimates that they are in proportion with traffic levels – again, 30 
percent coming from mobile. That breaks down differently in categories that are more conducive 
to mobile, and whose calls to action involve things like calls and directions. 

In other words, mobile lead volume is higher within categories like taxis, restaurants, and 
emergency plumbers. By comparison, some high consideration verticals, such as autos, 
conversely see a higher portion of leads from email or other formats.  

Selling  
Thomson has integrated sales teams that push the entire product set. That goes for both premise 
and telesales reps. Mobile is integrated in a similar way for both. It’s mostly the same sales 
message, says Thornton, though somewhat simplified for the telesales reps.  

The presence of mobile in the bundle has been an advantage, he admits, in that it adds a certain 
degree of competitive edge (Similar to what Google’s PPC has accomplished). Mobile has taken 
over as the “new shiny thing” within the bundle for some advertisers.  
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Thomson Local iOS App: Menu and Navigation 
 

  

Source: Thomson Local, 2012 

 

Accordingly, some smart reps have taken this to heart by “leading” with mobile in their sales 
pitches. This is particularly true for the call-based businesses mentioned above in that mobile is 
positioned as a way to make the phone ring more.  

This runs counter to the point that UK SMBs don’t necessarily demand mobile, but in lots of cases 
it can still be used as an enticement says Thornton. It’s also more of a tangible offering than 
search and other products, as SMBs understand it as they are mobile users themselves.  

Thornton believes it helps in retention for the same reason. There is no way of telling for sure, but 
he’s convinced advertiser churn would be higher if mobile wasn’t offered – owing primarily to the 
estimated 30 percent of digital leads that are coming from mobile.  

DIFM Fulfillment 
Mobile websites and landing pages represent a growing share of Thomson’s mobile offerings. As 
we’ve argued in past writings, this is a large opportunity given the low percentage of SMBs that 
currently have optimized mobile landing pages.  

For Thomson, most of the fulfillment of mobile websites is done on a “do it for me” (DIFM) basis. 
The reason for this is simple. To date at least, SMBs haven’t shown deep enough interest in 
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mobile advertising to engage with self-service platforms. Hence Thomson’s choice of DIFM over 
“do it yourself” (DIY). 

Thomson fulfills this work first through the existing rep-administered information gathering 
process. That information is then sent to fulfillment partners who build the mobile website. About 
5 percent to 10 percent of the business information ends up being used on these mobile sites.  

This is somewhat of a convoluted and costly process, which has compelled Thomson to seek a 
more automated system of scraping desktop web content. This not only has cost benefits but also 
consistent data and a unified CMS where the web and mobile “talk to each other.”  

Thornton says such a system will likely take 12 to 18 months to implement. Thomson is currently 
looking into its feasibility and vetting potential partners.  

Site Design and SEO 
There is a science to building good mobile websites, including prominent calls to action that 
facilitate leads. This is especially important in the aforementioned call-heavy categories. This was 
a topic at BIA/Kelsey’s recent MLM San Francisco conference. 

Thornton says that as Thomson’s mobile programs evolve, it will establish best practices specific 
to certain verticals. These design principles can then apply to category-specific templates that will 
carry out best practices in a more scalable and automated way.  

For example, with plumbers, a map is less important because the service provider comes to the 
customer’s house. Other design best practices include things like color contrast to accentuate 
calls to action, and avoiding cluttered page design.  

Other SEO practices include URLs that reside on the same domain as the desktop site, but are 
redirected to the mobile optimized page when the proper device is detected by the browser. This 
single URL has SEO and marketing benefits. 

The moving target of mobile site and app development will continue to be examined by 
BIA/Kelsey and can be explored further in the case studies included in our earlier advisory “YP 
Mobile, From Experimentation to Monetization” (May 2010). 

Development Formats 
Going forward, many of Thomson’s development tactics and product positioning will be driven by 
platform moves by Apple and Google. This will affect what is possible in terms of apps, mobile 
web, and capabilities of each (e.g., location targeting, etc.)  

In the meantime, Thornton is much more interested in mobile web than apps. This isn’t just 
because apps can be overkill for SMBs, as mentioned above, but the device fragmentation in 
native app marketplaces leads to costly and cumbersome app development.  

Mobile web development comes with similar challenges due to different devices and screen 
sizes, but the obstacles are less daunting. Thornton also believes that, like the desktop web, this 
will be alleviated by the two or three main mobile browsers that will emerge, and which everyone 
will support.  

“That’s manageable today,” he says, “and I’m sure it will only get more so.”  
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Thomson Local iOS App: Profile Page Features 
 

 

Source: Thomson Local, 2012 

 
Final Thoughts: Anecdotally Speaking 
BIA/Kelsey believes that Thomson Local’s thinking and execution around mobile development 
represent best practices for print publishers integrating mobile offerings. It is just one example, 
however, and we’re in the early days of mobile local advertising. 

We believe the right solution for SMB mobile advertising will remain a moving target for a while. 
Successful mobile revenue generation will not only result from thinking that resembles 
Thomson’s, but also from ongoing execution and keeping up with the rapid pace of the mobile 
market. 

Large public companies, including Yellow Pages organizations, struggle with maintaining such a 
pace. They face the added challenge of integrating new products with legacy products. Add to 
these challenges organizational inertia, sales realities, and cannibalization concerns, and the path 
forward looks anything but clear.  

Organizations that can move ahead with effective and unencumbered mobile development will be 
the most successful in selling mobile local advertising. BIA/Kelsey will continue to examine this 
opportunity and those executing the best strategies to capture it. MLM 
 


